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The People ex rel. Government Employees Insurance Company 

v Cruz   2/17/16  

 

Qui Tam Action; Ins. Code § 1871 et seq.; Motion for Summary Judgment; 

Motion to Bind Party to Answers to Interrogatories; CCP § 2030.310, subd. (a)  
  

 GEICO issues automobile insurance policies.  GEICO investigated Dr. Cruz 

(a chiropractor) and other defendants (another chiropractor, a doctor of 

osteopathic medicine, and their related professional corporations and medical 

practices) for submitting fraudulent insurance claims for medical expenses 

incurred as a result of treating injuries sustained in automobile accidents 

involving GEICO policyholders.  GEICO filed an action alleging defendants 

violated the Insurance Fraud Prevention Act (the Act) (Ins. Code, § 1871 et seq.; 

Pen. Code, § 550) and the common law by submitting false insurance claims to 

GEICO.  

 

 GEICO, as relator, (a real party in interest in whose name a state or 

Attorney General brings a lawsuit, generally the person who furnishes 

information on which the lawsuit is based."  (State ex rel. Wilson v. Superior Court 

(2014) 227 Cal.App.4th 579, 587, fn. 2 (Wilson).) brought a qui tam action (an 
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action brought under a statute that allows a private person to sue for a penalty, 

part of which the government or some specified public institution will 

receive.(People ex rel. Allstate Ins. Co. v. Weitzman (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 534, 538 

(Weitzman)) asserting statutory and common law claims for damages and civil 

penalties against Dr. Janice Cruz and others arising from her alleged 

involvement in an insurance fraud conspiracy.   

 

 GEICO asserted Dr. Cruz engaged in insurance fraud, with other 

defendants, by "upcoding."  According to GEICO, when Dr. Cruz submitted 

claims for reimbursement using standard insurance industry billing codes—

"Current Procedural Technology" or "CPT"codes—she sometimes used a code 

that corresponded to a more complex level of treatment than she actually 

provided.  The higher-level CPT code generally carried with it a higher rate of 

reimbursement.  For example, GEICO alleged Dr. Cruz repeatedly submitted 

claims using the CPT code for a "more comprehensive" initial exam of a new 

patient, even when she was reexamining an existing patient.  Dr. Cruz's billing 

schedule indicates she charged $175 for initial exams and $125 for re-exams. 

  

 GEICO also asserted Dr. Cruz violated the Act by paying unlawful referral 

fees to defendant Dr. Tomassetti, claiming she masked the referral fees by styling 

them as percentage of rent due under a lease.  GEICO further claimed Dr. Cruz 

conspired with other defendants, as evidenced by billing and marketing 

materials that identified her as a member of the Thrive medical group.   



 

 

 Dr. Cruz denied any wrongdoing.  With regard to upcoding, she claimed 

she chose "the best code that described her level of service."  She further argued 

that even if she had inadvertently used an incorrect code, GEICO did not suffer 

any damages because she had billed the correct amount of payment for the level 

of treatment she provided.  She contended this lack of damages was fatal to 

GEICO's statutory and common law claims.  Dr. Cruz also denied her rent 

payments were unlawful referral fees and that she had conspired with the other 

defendants. 

 

 In September 2013, Dr. Cruz served 99 requests for admissions asking 

GEICO to admit, for example, that she did not create or submit false claims, 

billings, or reports on behalf of the claimants, and that she did not conspire with 

the other defendants to do so.  She also served Judicial Council form 

interrogatory No. 17.1, part of which asked GEICO to "state all facts upon which 

it based" each response to the accompanying requests for admissions that was 

not "an unqualified admission."  After objecting, GEICO outright denied 93 of 

the requests for admissions and stated it lacked sufficient information to 

admit or deny the remaining six.  As to the outright denials, GEICO responded 

to the accompanying state-all-facts interrogatory with only objections and the 

following statement:  "Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to 

supplement this response." 

 



 

 After an unsuccessful meet-and-confer process, Dr. Cruz moved to compel 

further responses.  GEICO opposed the motion, but also served a "supplemental 

response to form interrogatories" on January 28, 2014 (the January Responses), 

which identified the dates of service, a brief description of the services provided, 

the CPT code Dr. Cruz used to describe the service she provided, and a 

parenthetical explanation of Dr. Cruz's alleged wrongdoing.  GEICO responded 

that Dr. Cruz "made improper referrals" to either Dr. Brizzie or Dr. Tomassetti.  

GEICO stated that Dr. Cruz's claims "are false or fraudulent."  However, GEICO 

added, because "discovery is continuing . . . GEICO cannot provide the total 

amount it seeks to recover . . . ."  In a general objection, GEICO stated it "has not 

yet completed its discovery and investigation of the facts giving rise to this 

action, but has made a diligent, good faith effort to obtain all information 

responsive to these Interrogatories within GEICO's possession, custody or 

control.  Accordingly these responses are made without prejudice to GEICO's 

right to introduce prior to or at the time of trial or otherwise use any additional 

information it may obtain as a result of GEICO's continuing discovery and 

investigation . . . ." 

 

 In February 2014, the trial court found GEICO's original "discovery 

responses . . . insufficient and without merit," granted Dr. Cruz's motion to 

compel, and sanctioned GEICO approximately $4,000. 

 

 After the hearing, Dr. Cruz's counsel told GEICO's counsel he considered 

the supplemental January Responses deficient.  GEICO's counsel represented 



 

that the responses contained all the information GEICO possessed, subject to 

supporting information an expert would provide in the future.  Based on this 

representation, Dr. Cruz's counsel decided not to pursue further meet-and-

confer efforts or move to compel further responses.  In April, GEICO replaced 

its trial counsel. 

 

 In May, Dr. Cruz moved for summary judgment on the basis that 

GEICO's January Responses established it had no evidence to prove its case 

against Dr. Cruz.  The motion emphasized GEICO's failure to identify or 

calculate its claimed damages.  Dr. Cruz supported her motion with a 

declaration justifying the services she provided to the claimants and opining her 

fees were "at or below the customary charges in this locality for the same 

service . . . ."  She also denied billing for medical services that were not medically 

necessary, knowingly billing for services not performed, knowingly duplicating 

any charges, or making any improper referrals. 

 

 In June, GEICO served "further supplemental responses to form 

interrogatories" (the June Responses) that consisted of a single response 

addressing all 99 of Dr. Cruz's requests for admissions.    The response 

incorporated GEICO's prior responses and added: 

"Defendant's use of CPT Codes 99213, 99214 and 99215 are 

unsupported by the medical documentation and consist of 

upcoding.  Neither the treatment notes, reports, nor the 

findings support the use of any of these CPT codes.  Further, as 



 

it pertains to patients, Irene D. and Benjamin L., each was 

involved in three automobile accidents.  Each was billed as a 

new patient, rather than a continuing patient, as required by 

the code, for each of the two subsequent accidents and 

therefore the initial exams were upcoded.  With regards to 

patient, Megan S. and others, billing for services not rendered 

included cumulative billing for radiological codes where the 

codes reflect more views than were actually taken." 

 

 GEICO further asserted that Dr. Cruz had an improper referral agreement 

with Dr. Tomassetti under which she paid him certain percentages of her 

collections as rent, which GEICO contended was disproportionate to any alleged 

rent, services, or other overhead Dr. Tomassetti may have been providing.  The 

response also cited marketing materials identifying Dr. Cruz as "an integral 

member of" Thrive, which GEICO asserted "shows an intertwining of Dr. Cruz 

with the other defendants in this case . . . ." 

 

 The following month, Dr. Cruz filed a motion seeking to bind GEICO to 

the January Responses.  GEICO opposed.  On August 8, the trial court bound 

GEICO to its January Responses, finding GEICO's "initial failure . . . to answer 

the interrogatory correctly has substantially prejudiced" Dr. Cruz.  However, the 

court would allow GEICO to oppose Dr. Cruz's summary judgment motion with 

evidence she produced after the January Responses, subject to a significant 

caveat:  if the new evidence was derived from evidence GEICO knew about but 



 

did not disclose when it served the January Responses—what the trial court 

called "fruit of the poisonous tree"— the court would also exclude the new 

evidence.   

 

 On September 11, GEICO filed an opposition to Dr. Cruz's summary 

judgment motion.  GEICO supported its opposition with a declaration from a 

chiropractor (Michael J. Stahl, D.C.) who, after addressing Dr. Cruz's claims on a 

claimant-by-claimant basis, opined the claims contain "material 

misrepresentations" and "do not accurately reflect the procedures or services that 

were performed, and/or these services were not adequately documented in the 

medical records."  Dr. Stahl opined Dr. Cruz's conduct constituted upcoding, 

which he defined as "billing for more work, judgment and risk than was truly 

performed (via CPT coding)"; "billing for services never rendered"; and 

"representing via CPT coding . . . a higher level of service for reimbursement" 

than is warranted by the service provided.  Dr. Stahl cited instances in which Dr. 

Cruz used CPT codes that inaccurately identified returning patients as new 

patients, and one occasion on which Dr. Cruz billed for reviewing seven X-rays 

when she took only five.  GEICO also cited Dr. Cruz's submission of claims using 

CPT codes for "level four" and "level five" services, when she admitted in her 

deposition that those services "are beyond the scope of her practice." 

 

 GEICO also lodged excerpts from Dr. Cruz's deposition transcript; the 2004 

and 2006 lease agreements between Dr. Cruz and Dr. Tomassetti; billing and 



 

marketing materials showing Dr. Cruz's affiliation with Thrive; and Dr. Cruz's 

discovery responses denying she had any business relationship with Thrive. 

 

 Dr. Cruz filed a reply brief and objected to all of GEICO's opposing 

evidence on the basis it was barred by the trial court's August 8 order binding 

GEICO to the January Responses. 

 

 On September 19, the trial court sustained Dr. Cruz's evidentiary 

objections and granted her summary judgment motion.  The court explained,  

"Plaintiff was bound to the January Responses.  Plaintiff's 

opposition to the present motion relies, almost completely, on 

evidence which was within its prior counsel's possession or 

knowledge at the time of the discovery responses, but was not 

provided.  Plaintiff cannot resuscitate the evidence by re-

inquiring of the same information subsequent to the Court's 

order . . . .   

 

"The Court finds the evidence provided insufficient to establish 

upcoding by the moving defendant.  To the extent admissible, 

the evidence does not establish Defendant charged more for 

services provided than she should have.  Indeed, the evidence 

persuasively establishes that she charged the correct amount, or 

less, for the services provided, and was often paid even less 



 

than charged.  There is no admissible evidence to establish 

Fraud or Deceit by Dr. Cruz. 

 

"The Plaintiff's evidence regarding Defendant's lease, and rental 

payments, even if admitted, was not persuasive.  There was no 

evidence provided of actual referrals, and the potential for 

referrals, as suggested by the Plaintiff, is not sufficient." 

 

 The court entered judgment in Dr. Cruz's favor on October 27, 2014. 

 

 To provide context for the analysis of the trial court's rulings, the Fourth 

District Court of Appeal began with an overview of the Act. Insurance Code 

section 1871.7 is a portion of the Act that relates to insurance fraud.  (Wilson, 

supra, 227 Cal.App.4th at p. 588.)  Its purpose is "to deter fraudulent automobile 

insurance claims and to facilitate the investigation and prosecution of 

insurance fraud."  (Weitzman, supra, 107 Cal.App.4th at p. 548.)  Section 1871.7 

"has been repeatedly amended specifically to authorize and encourage insurers to 

bring fraud actions under the section."  "Subdivision (a) makes it unlawful to 

knowingly employ runners or cappers to procure clients or patients to obtain 

insurance benefits."  (Wilson, at p. 588.)  "The conduct made unlawful by 

subdivision (a) is identified by a single verb:  To employ.  Subdivision (a)'s single 

verb makes a single act unlawful:  Employment.  What kind of employment is 

unlawful?  Employment of a person or persons ('runners, cappers, steerers or 

other persons'), for a specified purpose: 'to procure clients or patients to perform 



 

or obtain services or benefits . . . that will be the basis for' an insurance claim.  

Subdivision (a) is violated by the employment of others with that objective; it does not 

make proof of that result a prerequisite to its violation."  GEICO contends Dr. Cruz's 

alleged payment of referral fees masked as percentage rent violates this 

subdivision. 

 

 Insurance Code section 1871.7, subdivision (b) "prescribes civil penalties 

and other remedies for violation of either subdivision (a) of that section or Penal 

Code sections 549, 550, or 551, which target insurance and workers' 

compensation fraud."  (Wilson, supra, 227 Cal.App.4th at p. 588.)  As relevant 

here, Penal Code section 550 provides as follows: 

"(a)  It is unlawful to do any of the following, or to aid, abet, 

solicit, or conspire with any person to do any of the following: 

 

 "(1)  Knowingly present or cause to be presented any false or 

fraudulent claim for the payment of a loss or injury, including 

payment of a loss or injury under a contract of insurance. 

 

 "(5)  Knowingly prepare, make, or subscribe any writing, 

with the intent to present or use it, or to allow it to be 

presented, in support of any false or fraudulent claim. 

 

 "(6)  Knowingly make or cause to be made any false or 

fraudulent claim for payment of a health care benefit. 



 

 

"(b)  It is unlawful to do, or to knowingly assist or conspire with 

any person to do, any of the following: 

 

 "(1)  Present or cause to be presented any written or oral 

statement as part of, or in support of or opposition to, a claim 

for payment or other benefit pursuant to an insurance policy, 

knowing that the statement contains any false or misleading 

information concerning any material fact. 

 

 "(2)  Prepare or make any written or oral statement that is 

intended to be presented to any insurer or any insurance 

claimant in connection with, or in support of or opposition to, 

any claim or payment or other benefit pursuant to an insurance 

policy, knowing that the statement contains any false or 

misleading information concerning any material fact." 

 

 The elements generally necessary to find a violation of Penal Code 

section 550 are (1) the defendant's knowing presentation of a false claim, (2) 

with the intent to defraud.  (See People v. Booth (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 1247, 1252; 

People v. Singh (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 1343, 1370-1371 (Singh); CALCRIM No. 

2000.)  A "violation of Insurance Code section 556 is complete when a false claim 

for payment of loss is presented to an insurance company or a false writing is 

prepared or presented with intent to use it in connection with such a claim 



 

whether or not anything of value is taken or received."  (People v. Cohen (1970) 12 

Cal.App.3d 298, 321.)  "It is not necessary that anyone actually be defrauded or 

actually suffer a financial, legal, or property loss as a result of the defendant's 

acts."  (CALCRIM No. 2000.) 

 

 The trial court granted Dr. Cruz's summary judgment motion on the basis 

GEICO had no evidence to support its case against Dr. Cruz.  That basis is 

supported largely by the trial court's order binding GEICO to the January 

Responses, which led the trial court to exclude GEICO's opposition evidence.  

GEICO contends the court erred in binding GEICO to the January Responses 

because Dr. Cruz did not satisfy the three statutory conditions required to 

invoke that remedy.   

 

 "Without leave of court, a party may serve an amended answer to any 

interrogatory that contains information subsequently discovered, inadvertently 

omitted, or mistakenly stated in the initial interrogatory.  At the trial of the 

action, the propounding party . . . may use the initial answer . . . , and the 

responding party may then use the amended answer."  (Code Civ. Proc., 

§ 2030.310, subd. (a).)  However, "the party who propounded an interrogatory to 

which an amended answer has been served may move for an order that the 

initial answer to that interrogatory be deemed binding on the responding 

party for the purpose of the pending action."   

 



 

 To prevail on a motion to deem interrogatories binding, the moving 

party must establish three conditions.  First, "the initial failure of the 

responding party to answer the interrogatory correctly must have substantially 

prejudiced the party who propounded the interrogatory."  (Code Civ. Proc., 

§ 2030.310, subd. (c)(1).)  Second, the responding party must have "failed to show 

substantial justification for the initial answer to that interrogatory."  Finally, the 

prejudice to the propounding party must not be curable either by a continuance 

to permit further discovery or by the use of the initial answer.   

 

 On this appeal, the Fourth DCA found that the trial court erred by finding 

Dr. Cruz established each of Code of Civil Procedure section 2030.310, 

subdivision (c)'s three prerequisites.  Assuming without deciding that GEICO 

failed to show substantial justification for the January Responses, the record does 

not support a finding that Dr. Cruz was substantially prejudiced by the June 

Responses or that any prejudice could not have been cured by a continuance or 

use of the January Responses at trial.   

 

 Dr. Cruz argues she was prejudiced by GEICO's former trial counsel's 

representation that the January Responses contained all the information in 

GEICO's possession because, "in reliance on this representation," she "terminated 

the meet and confer process, did not pursue an additional motion to compel 

further responses, and filed a summary judgment motion . . . ."  The Justices 

note, however, that had Dr. Cruz not relied on counsel's representation, she 

might have continued the meet and confer process and filed another motion to 



 

compel further responses, which, if successful, would have resulted in GEICO 

serving amended responses—the very action she now contends prejudiced her.  

Although GEICO waited until June to amend its responses, Dr. Cruz would not 

have received the information significantly sooner if she had engaged in further 

meet-and-confer efforts and waited for the court to rule on a noticed motion to 

compel. 

 

 Even if GEICO's amendment of the January Responses six months later 

prejudiced Dr. Cruz, the Justices concluded the trial court also erred by finding 

the prejudice could not have been cured with a continuance.  When GEICO 

served the June Responses, trial was set for March 2015—nine months later.  Dr. 

Cruz does not suggest this was insufficient time to address the newly disclosed 

information.  Rather, she argues "a continuance would only benefit GEICO's 

efforts to avoid Union Bank v. Superior Court (1995) 31 Cal.App.4th 573, 580-581, 

(summary judgment motion may be based on discovery responses indicating 

plaintiff lacks evidence to support its claims) and D'Amico v. Board of Medical 

Examiners (1974) 11 Cal.3d 1, 22-23, (a party's evidence submitted in opposition to 

a summary judgment motion must be disregarded to the extent it contradicts the 

party's prior clear and unequivocal admissions of fact)."  Contrary to Dr. Cruz's 

claim, rewarding GEICO has no bearing on whether she suffered incurable 

prejudice.  And Dr. Cruz has not identified any "clear and unequivocal 

admissions of fact" in the January Responses that were "contradicted" by the June 

Responses. 

 



 

 Because Dr. Cruz failed to establish she was prejudiced by the June 

Responses or that any such prejudice could not have been cured by a 

continuance or use of the January Responses at trial, the trial court erred by 

binding GEICO to the January Responses. 

 

   On appeal, GEICO does not challenge the trial court's rulings regarding the 

common law claims.  Instead, GEICO maintains it presented evidence sufficient 

to show triable issues of fact exist regarding whether Dr. Cruz violated the Act, 

but the trial court erroneously excluded that evidence, which, in turn, resulted in 

the trial court erroneously granting Dr. Cruz's summary judgment motion.  Dr. 

Cruz counters that GEICO's evidence does not establish she violated the Act, and 

even if it showed she used incorrect CPT codes, the trial court nonetheless 

properly granted summary judgment because GEICO did not prove those errors 

caused it any damages.  The Appellate Court concludes (1) the trial court 

erroneously excluded GEICO's evidence, (2) GEICO's evidence shows triable 

issues of fact exist regarding whether Dr. Cruz violated the Act, and (3) GEICO 

is not required to prove it was damaged to prevail on a claim for violation of 

the Act. Dr. Cruz objected to all of GEICO's opposition evidence (other than Dr. 

Stahl's declaration, discussed below) on the grounds it was barred by the court's 

order binding GEICO to its January Responses and was irrelevant.  Because the 

court erred by binding GEICO to its January Responses, the court also erred by 

excluding GEICO's evidence based on that ruling.  GEICO's opposition evidence 

related to Dr. Cruz's billings, alleged referral agreement, and her relationship 



 

with her alleged coconspirators.  This evidence was clearly relevant to GEICO's 

claims.  Thus, the trial court erred by excluding the evidence. 

 

 Dr. Cruz also objected to Dr. Stahl's declaration on the grounds his 

opinions lacked foundation and constituted improper legal conclusions.  Dr. 

Stahl described his educational and professional credentials.  He also stated he 

reviewed the following materials:  two volumes of Dr. Cruz's deposition; 

"medical records of treatment performed by Dr. Cruz for patients Shawna B., 

Gabriel C., Irene D., Rosa H., Benjamin L., and Meghan S."; and Dr. Cruz's billing 

records for these patients.  Together, this information provides sufficient 

foundation upon which Dr. Stahl could base his opinions that Dr. Cruz upcoded 

and presented false claims to GEICO.  The trial court's ruling to the contrary is in 

error. 

 

 GEICO's erroneously excluded evidence and expert opinions show the 

existence of triable issues of fact that preclude summary judgment on GEICO's 

statutory claim. 

   

 As noted, GEICO's complaint asserts a statutory cause of action for 

violation of the Act, and common law claims.  Because GEICO does not address 

the common law causes of action on appeal, it has forfeited any challenges to the 

trial court's summary disposition of them.  (See Benach v. County of Los Angeles 

(2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 836, 852 .)  However, GEICO has established that factual 

disputes preclude summary judgment on its statutory claim. 



 

 

 A triable issue of fact exists about whether Dr. Cruz violated Insurance 

Code section 1871.7, subdivision (a) by maintaining an unlawful referral 

agreement with Dr. Tomassetti.  Dr. Cruz's 2004 and 2006 lease agreements 

specified that her "flat fee" payment to Dr. Tomassetti for use of office space and 

support services was a varying percentage of her monthly gross collections.  The 

Attorney General has opined in analogous contexts that to the extent a payment 

styled as rent exceeds the fair market value of the space and services provided, 

the excess may constitute an unlawful referral fee.  (See 53 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 

117, 119 (1970)  This reasoning is persuasive.  Thus, factual issues regarding the 

existence of an improper referral agreement preclude summary judgment of this 

predicate of GEICO's statutory claim. 

 

 Triable issues of fact also exist regarding whether Dr. Cruz violated Penal 

Code section 550 by knowingly presenting false claims to GEICO with the intent 

to defraud.  For example, Dr. Cruz used CPT codes that inaccurately identified 

returning patients as new patients; she billed for reviewing seven x-rays when 

she took only five; and she presented claims using CPT codes for "level four" and 

"level five" services, when she admitted in her deposition that those services are 

"beyond the scope of her practice."  GEICO's expert, Dr. Stahl, opined these 

practices constitute improper upcoding.  This evidence was sufficient to create a 

triable issue of fact regarding Dr. Cruz's presentation of false claims.  Dr. Cruz's 

intent in doing so is a factual issue for the jury.   

 



 

 The Justices were unpersuaded by Dr. Cruz's argument that GEICO's 

evidence failed to show she "committed 'upcoding' as defined by law."  The cases 

she cites do not demonstrate that there is a single, established, "legal" definition 

of upcoding.  Kifle-Thompson v. Board of Chiropractic Examiners (2012) 208 

Cal.App.4th 518, 530, is the only case Dr. Cruz cites in which the definition of 

upcoding was based on evidence—Dr. Stahl's testimony—rather than pleadings 

or a law review article.  Dr. Stahl's proffered definition here—"billing for more 

work, judgment and risk than was truly performed (via CPT coding)"; "billing for 

services never rendered"; and "representing via CPT coding . . . a higher level of 

service for reimbursement" than is warranted by the service provided—is 

sufficient to survive summary judgment. 

 

 The Court was similarly unpersuaded by Dr. Cruz's argument that she 

cannot be liable under the Act because GEICO has not established it incurred any 

damages.  As noted above, the Act does not require that a fraudulent claimant's 

scheme be successful to establish her liability; she need only knowingly 

present a false claim with the intent to defraud.  (See People v. Cohen, supra, 12 

Cal.App.3d at p. 321; CALCRIM No. 2000.)   

 

 This is not to say that GEICO's alleged lack of damages is irrelevant.  Dr. 

Cruz might persuade the jury that her claimed lack of financial gain 

demonstrates she lacked the required fraudulent intent.  (See CALCRIM No. 

2000)  On the other hand, even if Dr. Cruz incorrectly presented a higher-level 

CPT code but billed GEICO only the amount that corresponds to the lower-level 



 

treatment provided (as she argued to the trial court), GEICO might persuade the 

jury that she nonetheless intended to cause GEICO a loss—GEICO might not 

have approved payment for the lower-level treatment actually delivered, or 

might have approved only the higher-level treatment because it thought it was 

getting a bargain.  In any event, it is improper to resolve these competing 

inferences on summary judgment, as these are issues for a jury to decide. 

 

 The judgment is reversed.  The matter is remanded with directions that the 

trial court vacate its order granting Dr. Cruz's motion for summary judgment 

and enter a new order denying summary adjudication of GEICO's statutory 

claim and granting summary adjudication of GEICO's common law claims for 

conversion, fraud, intentional misrepresentation, negligent misrepresentation, 

constructive trust, equitable lien, and restitution.  GEICO is entitled to its costs 

on appeal. 

All Case Studies and original Opinions from 2008 through the present 

are now archived on our Website: http://ernestalongadr.com/sacramento-

alternative-dispute-resolution-case-studies-case-library  

 

///// 

This case study is provided in the hope it may prove useful in your practice 

or in the handling of litigated cases. If you receive a forwarded copy of this 

message and would like to be added to the mailing list, let me know. 

Mediation is economical, private and final. Alternative dispute resolution 

will allow you to dispose of cases without the undue time consumption, costs 

and risks of the courtroom. Your inquiries regarding an alternative means to 

resolve your case are welcome.  
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